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INTRODUCTION

The consequences of algorithmic selection and ranking of “culture” (Striphas, 2015; Rieder et al., 2017) on the plurality and diversity of the online cultural realm have been widely critiqued by scholars who have shown the homogenising effect of the process. This essay adds to these critiques by probing the financial and cultural ramifications of the automated curation of culture through a close analysis of the raging controversy resulting from the advertisers’ revolt against YouTube in 2017, an event widely termed the Adpocalypse (Dunphy, 2017; Hess, 2017). The controversy erupted in March 2017 after news reports about advertisements playing around extremist content, first appearing in the UK press (Mostrous, 2017; Neate, 2017) rippled over into Europe and the USA (Solon, 2017), bringing a wide-ranging list of latent grievances against the platform to a head. As the event unfolded, news reports (Rath, 2017) listed threats from as many as 250 big advertisers from across industries, that announced plans to freeze advertising on the platform. I focus on the changes brought about by YouTube in the event’s aftermath, within its processes of classifying and monetising content to show how the platform’s reaction has had enduring consequences on its culture of creation. Through an analysis of the specific policy changes brought about on YouTube as well as in-depth conversations with content creators who were affected by them, this essay advances three claims about the consequences of algorithmic classification and monetising of cultural content on its plurality and financial viability.

First, the essay claims that the Adpocalypse controversy shows us how algorithmic decisions about the sorting and categorisation of content on YouTube are simultaneously also decisions about the financial trajectory of the said content. This is the case because a new regime of classification has come alongside expanded options for advertisers to exclude entire categories of content to run their ads on. Secondly, given the pre-eminence of profit-centred ecology of social media platforms (Wasko & Erickson, 2009; Fuchs, 2014; Fuchs & Mosco, 2016), the Adpocalypse allows us to establish that decisions about the categorisation (and hence the monetising) of cultural content invariably have a bearing on the extent of their viewership on social media platforms. The emerging hierarchy of content where some videos accrue income for YouTube each time they run and others that do not, creates structural “incentives to bias” (Rieder & Sire, 2014, p. 202) on the platform that are bound to have enduring consequences on content plurality. It is reasonable to ask if the algorithmic architecture of a profit-driven platform will treat a demonetised video (that makes no money for YouTube) equal to the “valuable and profitable” (Bucher 2012, p. 1169) content around which it can play advertisements and hence accrue earnings for the platform. If not (as the evidence in subsequent sections seems to suggest) then a demonetised video, by virtue of its inability to make money for the platform, will be suppressed from viewership and caught in a downward spiral of diminishing visibility, thus emphasising the enduring consequences of the gatekeeping function (Granka 2010; Beer 2017) of algorithmic sorting and classification on the diversity and plurality of online content. Lastly and leading from the two prior conclusions, this project helps interrogate the quandary arising from the increasingly utility-like role of social media platforms and their popular perception as being publicly accountable. While content moderation, the “central service platforms offer” (Gillespie 2018, p.202), has far-reaching social, cultural and political implications, the process nevertheless remains entirely out of the purview of democratic processes of public debate and deliberation (Lewandowski, 2014). The Adpocalypse, unlike any other event before, allows us to consider the policy implications of a scenario where financial interests compete with ensuring the viability of contrarian, risky, unpopular or non-mainstream ideas that are necessary to enable a robust debate and has historically served as an
antidote to power by disallowing the pre-emption (Andrejevic, 2017) of critique.

In closely analysing the events around the Adpocalypse, this essay focuses on a raging controversy that has received scant critical scholarly attention (Hill, 2019) but one that helps shine new light on key dimensions of the algorithmic regulation of digital culture. It helps interrogate the relationship between creators and platforms especially in cases where the popular expectation of public accountability from them has meant their dual role as digital infrastructures on which we must live our cultural, political and social lives but also as profit making businesses. Close study of controversies caused due to breakdowns, stalemates and malfunction (Larkin, 2008; Gillespie, 2017; Kumar, 2017; Burgess & Matamoros-Fernández, 2016) have provided scholars with rich case studies to draw out their broader ramifications. Gillespie’s 2017 analysis of the controversy around manipulation of Google search results by Dan Savage to advance a particular meaning of Rick Santorum’s name exemplifies this method. His analysis shows how specific incidents within glitches, controversies and conflicts can function as data to be analysed in order to deduce their broader ramifications. Such analyses have shown that public controversies resulting from the breakdown of procedures and systems when confronted with an anomalous variable or incident, reveal the limits and outer boundaries of existing norms that may otherwise remain invisible and hidden. Hence, “accidents and breakdowns” represent fertile test cases where the underlying infrastructure “comes out of the woodwork” (Peters, 2015, p. 52) and becomes “more visible” (Larkin, 2008, p. 245). The rich lessons from disruptions such as the Adpocalypse underscore that “Glitches can be as fruitful intellectually as they are frustrating practically.” (Peters, 2015, p. 52). In closely analysing the key occurrences within this controversy, the essay replicates this method of studying moments of disruption and breakdown in order to draw out their broader implications. It supplements its analysis through testimonies from creators (both publicly available and through interviews) to build the sequence of events that it seeks to analyse. This multi-method analysis is important for a study that seeks to both reconstruct the sequence of an important event and analyse its implications. The wide-ranging changes introduced in YouTube’s processes of content classification, terms of partnership with creators and its advertising structure after the Adpocalypse form vital components of this case study whose ramifications are analysed below.

THE ADPOCALYPSE AND ASYMMETRICAL POWER

With its advertisement and profit driven economic model under threat, YouTube’s response to the Adpocalypse was understandably swift and (some would argue) extreme. What began as short term quick fixes to the threats of boycott were soon institutionalised into permanent changes on the platform with long-lasting effects on the relationship between creators, advertisers and YouTube and arguably the very future of the global digital ecosystem (of which the platform is an important part). The Adpocalypse led to a slew of policy changes on YouTube that included (but were not limited to) the unprecedented decision (in the digital era) of refunding advertisers for ads that had already played (McGoogan, 2017), significant expansion of human moderation of content (Levin, 2017), allowing advertisers to exclude broad categories of content from playing their advertisements on 1, a steeper and longer on-ramp for content creators to join the YouTube Partners’ Program (Popper, 2017) - the YPP makes creators eligible for monetising their videos, a stricter regime of demonetising videos found to not be “advertiser friendly” 2, a higher threshold for content creators to qualify for appeal once their videos had been demonetised 3 (Patel, 2017) and allowing creators to self-certify their videos as meeting YouTube’s conditions for monetisation (Peterson, 2018). When taken together these sweeping
changes (which included others in addition to the seven mentioned above) reveal how grave of a threat to its existence YouTube perceived the Adpocalypse to be and establish the platform’s prioritisation of advertisers’ interests over those of creators and users. The event also forces us to confront the consequences of the inevitable algorithmic moderation of content by showing the convergence of algorithmic gatekeeping of content (Kitchin, 2017; Yeung, 2017) with the profit motive of digital platforms. When these two come together, decisions about the categorisation, regulation and classification of culture (through machine learning systems) have a direct and significant bearing on the financial viability of cultural producers and the sustainability of independent cultural production.

Perhaps the most consequential decision after the Adpocalypse was the expanded ability given to advertisers to exclude broad categories of videos from their advertising campaigns. These content categories (see Figure 1) - five in all that YouTube made available to advertisers, had broad labels such as “Tragedy and conflict”, “Sensitive social issues”, “Sexually suggestive content”, “Sensational and shocking” and “Profanity and rough language” thus giving first evidence of YouTube’s new (but hidden) practice of evaluating all videos and then labeling and categorising those fitting the above classifications. Entirely concealed from the creators who have uploaded them, the process of evaluating and labeling all content now provide wide-ranging powers to advertisers to exclude broad categories of content through simply checking the required box and thus enabling a blunt, context-free and algorithmically moderated method of excluding particular formats, genres and topics. Given the challenge of categorising its total video archive, (ranging between 6 to 7 billion and growing at the rate of over 400 videos per minute), the five labels can only be described in broad, catch all terms, each with a descriptive paragraph that cast a wide net. For instance the category “Sensitive social issues”, is described as including, “news commentary, documentaries, and educational or historical content related to wars, conflicts, or tragic events” thus allowing advertisers to exclude their ads from a key content vertical of news commentary on the platform with a single click. For the creator, the signal is that such content will invariably make no money. In addition to the excludable content areas, YouTube now also allows advertisers the alternative of letting the platform do the work of matching advertisements to content by allowing advertisers to choose from three broad groupings of Expanded, Standard and Limited Inventories on which to run their ads. These groups of content that can only be accessed after signing into one’s Google Ads account (see Figure 2) represent a sequence of increasingly exclusive categories that also come with YouTube’s recommendation for advertisers to choose the middle one of “Standard Inventory”. Notably, this recommended middle category omits a significant amount of content on the platform including those covered by generic descriptions such as, “focus on sex as a topic”, “blood shown in body modifications or medical procedures” and “News, documentary, or education content with words that could be considered biased”. Allowing the exclusion of these meta groupings of content, further delegates the task of matching content with audiences to automated decision making systems thus reifying their power, “to decide what matters and to decide what should be most visible” (Kitchin, 2017 p. 6). As opposed to the finer levels of control provided by the five categories, this global option pushes more of the process of selection, evaluation and categorisation behind the black box of machine learning. As the experience of creators on the platform shows, this process is far more likely to punish the riskier and diverse types of content that push the boundaries of mainstream discourses thus disincentivising their production and sharing and functioning to “suppress content creators’ freedom of speech” (Cantz, 2018).
In addition to the expanded categories for exclusion, the second decisive change introduced by YouTube after the controversy has been a gradually steepening on-ramp for new creators before they could join the YPP (the YouTube Partners Program that makes channels eligible for monetisation). This occurred in multiple stages with the first step immediately after the events of the Adpocalypse (in April 2017) when YouTube raised the benchmark for YPP to 10,000 lifetime views, a move clearly aimed at changing the fundamental character of the platform by introducing a gestation period before creators could begin to earn money from their content. While a drastic enough change by itself, it was followed up (at the beginning of 2018) by a further raising of the bar with the rationale that, “it’s been clear over the last few months that we need a higher standard” (16 January 2018). The new criteria for joining the YPP was raised to 4,000 hours of watchtime during the previous 12 months and 1,000 subscribers (Synek, 2018) which, taken together, virtually eliminated the chances of an amateur YouTuber from making any money on the platform for a significant period of time. The motivation, persistence, financial support and resources (for producing and uploading content) now needed to continue without the hope of any returns for a substantial period shifts the balance on the platform towards the professional, financially secure, and the determined creator/producer rather than the unsure and tentative amateur looking to gauge the value and popularity of an idea but without the necessary resources or the motivation to sustain for long without financial returns. When juxtaposed with the fact that most native YouTube stars started out as amateurs without necessarily having the support and motivation to continue in the absence of any financial
returns, this raised bar underscores the blurring of the radical edges and the mainstreaming of a platform whose early rise cannot be divorced from its peer to peer networked architecture and its ruthless disregard for restrictions and prescribed formats of television.

This mainstreaming was further underscored in another rule that prescribed higher threshold of appeal after a creator’s video has been deemed unfit for monetisation by YouTube’s algorithm, the third key change post-Adpocalypse. Instituted a couple of months after the Adpocalypse, the policy now requires a minimum count of a thousand views within a week for a demonetised video to be eligible for human re-evaluation (Patel, 2017). There was however an exception built into this rule for channels with over 10,000 subscribers whose appeal would be considered irrespective of the view count. YouTube explained this exception stating, “We do this because we want to make sure that videos from channels that could have early traffic to earn money are not caught in a long queue behind videos that get little to no traffic and have nominal earnings” (Kain, 2017). Presented as a plausible arrangement to deal with the paucity of human moderators who could re-evaluate every appealed video, this caveat nevertheless underscores a prioritisation whereby the bigger well-established channels’ interests supersede those of the new ones still finding their feet. When combined with the higher requirements for YPP, such exceptions instantiate a dynamic wherein the big channels get bigger while newcomers find it far tougher to gain a sustainable foothold on the platform. The prioritisation of well-established channels in the appeals process legitimises and makes public the unacknowledged phenomenon of hierarchical tiers on the platform. While stratification along the lines of popularity, viewer count or subscriber numbers are inevitable on any platform, the application of different yardsticks and rules by the platform depending on the popularity levels of channels makes permanent and institutionalises the barriers that are insurmountable for new and upcoming channels and creators. Eventually, these institutionalised hierarchies are bound to reflect in the platform’s content thus making it a different entity than one animated by the “youthful exuberance of its early years” (Lobato, 2016, p. 348) and encapsulating the web’s early ethos of innovation, expression and creation without permission or fear.

Perhaps the death knell of that stated ethos of giving everyone a voice and ensuring equality of expression 5 comes as the fourth decisive change in the form of guidelines for “advertising friendly” content 6 introduced after the Adpocalypse. These criteria (comprising of nine descriptive categories) are now used to make an early determination about the monetisability of content and are applied prior to the finer distinctions about content classification within categories. They are written in broad catch-all terms, with the face-saving caveat that “We aren’t telling you what to create - each and every creator on YouTube is unique and contributes to the vibrancy of YouTube”, before adding that, “However, advertisers also have a choice about where to show their ads.” The very first of the nine content types listed as “not suitable for most advertisers” is “Controversial issues and sensitive events” whose description includes,

Video content that features or focuses on sensitive topics or events including, but not limited to, war, political conflicts, terrorism or extremism, death and tragedies, sexual abuse, even if graphic imagery is not shown, is generally not suitable for ads. For example, videos about recent tragedies, even if presented for news or documentary purposes, may not be suitable for advertising given the subject matter. 6

Notable in this description is the denial of “advertising friendly” label to videos that even discuss potentially pressing social issues such as sexual abuse and political conflicts. This broad description ends up excluding a common and popular genre of channels focused on news,
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analysis and critique but also content such as political and dissenting speech whose sharing through digital platforms in the years prior to the Adpocalypse was instrumental in several political and social movements (Wall & El Zahed, 2011; Meek, 2011). Other items on the guidelines for “advertising friendly” videos similarly discourage the mention of certain topics even if done in a satirical or comedic context (e.g., in the guideline “Inappropriate use of family entertainment characters”). To be sure, critiques of the tightening guidelines for advertisement friendly content must be presented with the caveat that they only matter if creators seek revenue from videos and hence do not apply to videos uploaded for a myriad of other motivations. These could include merely spreading the word through organised campaigns as well as uploading for educational or archival/storage purposes. Acknowledging these varied motivations however does not take away from the discriminatory effect of the newly instituted policies both because the algorithmic architecture of a profit driven platform is unlikely to treat unmonetisable (and non-profitable) videos equal to monetisable (and profitable) ones (as shown below) irrespective of the motive of the creator and because such an ecosystem skews the incentives for creating particular genres and types of content and away from others. Taken together the combined effects of these changes incentivise particular kinds of content creation while dis incentiving others, thus raising worrying questions about the consequences of the algorithmic “nudging” (Yeung, 2017; Thaler & Sunstein, 2008) of the creative process towards mainstream, conformist subjects and away from other genres and topics.

THE ALGORITHMIC DANCE

Changes such as the newly introduced criteria for advertiser friendly content and a new regime that evaluates all videos to ascertain if they fall under the five labels instituted after the Adpocalypse have initiated an era of content regulation that radically alters the creator ecosystem and engenders an anxiety laden environment of second-guessing, self-surveillance and continuous tweaking (Bishop, 2018; Nieborg & Poell, 2018) of the content being produced. The delegation to algorithms of tasks that were earlier managed by the community on YouTube has strengthened the perception that not only the evaluation of content but (as we will note in the subsequent section) even the earnings (which in some cases is the livelihood) of creators is at the mercy of “YouTube’s unfeeling, opaque and shifting algorithms” (Hess, 2017). Besides sending an irrefutable message of conformity with their guidelines, the enhanced algorithmic authority induces a perpetual sense of precarity among creators given how often they bear the brunt of minor tweaks within the architectural code of the system. The famed “objectivity” of algorithmic systems (Gillespie, 2016) that is a boon when having to sort through homogeneous data at a computational scale, is far less so when discrete labels need to be applied to heterogeneous content varying across the dimensions of context, culture and the umpteen linguistic cues that shape the meaning of words and texts. Limitations exposed during the algorithmic scrutiny of uploaded videos starkly elevate the importance of the “warmly human” (Gillespie, 2016, p. 26) qualities of deciphering nuance, reading context and subjectively differentiating between the varied intentionalities, cues and frames within cultural content. Stark instances of these limitations repeatedly confront creators, for instance in the experience of Nick Schade, whose eponymous YouTube channel about “Boat building and Sea Kayaking clips” frequently uses a specialised technique called “strip built” that requires the bending and shaping of thin strips of wood. Under the new system Schade’s videos have repeatedly been flagged and demonetised by YouTube’s algorithm, a phenomenon he ascribes to the machine’s singular understanding of the word “strip” as the removal of one’s clothes. While his high subscriber count has allowed him immediate manual review that has reversed the algorithmic
decision each time, his sobering lesson from the ongoing cycle of demonetisation and its reversal that has continued for months is that,

So far, I have no evidence that the algorithm is learning that there may be multiple definitions of the word "strip". If I include the word in the title, it is flagged immediately, if I change the title it is unflagged immediately. This has held true for months.”

That a simple equation of the word “strip” with a fixed immutable meaning can throw a wrench in the system of algorithmic sorting of content, leading to flagging and demonetisation of videos and causing immense inconvenience to creators, goes at the very heart of the limitations of machine learning in handling nuance, contexts and cues within human language. Such frustrating encounters abound in the post-Adpocalypse era as in the case of the creators of the channel Faerie Rings Crochet Things, focused on crochet videos and tutorials who sought to investigate the constant demonetisation of their videos by experimentally uploading two versions of it with a few scenes changed between them. Their experiment led them to conjecture that one version of the wig-tutorial video was continuously getting flagged by the automated system because it had the phrase “was just bugging me”

Such stories about the erasure of context and misreading of meaning within the automated process of content moderation entrench a culture of speculative guessing about the reasons behind their content’s demonetisation. With the usual offline channels of feedback about individual decisions missing, the comment sections of channels and official YouTube blogs on policy are replete with conversations that resemble a process akin to reading tea leaves. While the rampant disaffection stands out as a prominent thread within creators’ responses to the policy changes, so does a sense of communal solidarity to help each other by decoding the “mind” of the algorithm, thus pointing to the strange new relationship between creators and machine learning systems that moderate their content. A case in point is creator Drina Dayz’s dismay at the demonetisation of her video about unboxing a crate of snacks, “This makes no sense, what about this video is not suitable to all advertisers,” she asks along with the link to the said video on the YouTube help forum. A good digital samaritan by the name of Shaun Joy replies below her comment offering to help her out since, “YouTube refuses to do anything to help their creators,” and after closely analysing the video and its metadata, he concludes that it is perhaps the word “gross” in the demonetised video’s description that is triggering a flag. He goes on to explain,

I’m guessing that advertisers don’t want to have their product associated with something “gross”, which makes sense on a 10000 ft level. Except you know, CONTEXT., which Youtube’s automatic portion of the algorithm seems to be unable to figure out.”

Contextual differentiation between meanings, that is key to the human experience of language, is germane to the rising discontent against algorithmic gatekeeping introduced after the Adpocalypse. The pervasiveness of algorithmic power in cultural curation can be gauged by the fact (shared by YouTube) that despite it expanding human moderation, almost ninety-eight percent decisions to remove videos for “violent extremism” are now taken by algorithms (Levin, 2017). While the official help pages of both YouTube and Google advise creators to contextualise their videos to help the platform “understand background and intent”, it is just as
clear that delegating the task to creators can barely begin to anticipate the complex ways in which language, culture and meaning can be related. As YouTube expands globally, not only does it need this sort of contextual intelligence across languages but it does so in different national, local and cultural versions of the same language.

Their repeated unpleasant encounters with this irreducible and insurmountable gap between human and machinic understandings of language and culture has ensured that creators have begun to take a far more cautious approach to dance around the algorithmic blindspots and avoid the frustrating cycle of demonetisation, appeal and restoration leading to loss of precious time and revenue. This algorithmic dance is akin to what Battelle (2005) described as the “Google Dance” - “the moniker given to Google’s periodic update of its algorithms” (Battelle 2005, p.157) that could wildly swing fortunes of small businesses dependent on Google to be discovered. Evading its capricious power necessitates that in addition to avoiding topics and issues likely to be deemed unfriendly to advertisers or that could possibly be slotted under the five labels, creators often find themselves paying close attention to the choice of words, phrases and metaphors that, despite being commonplace in day-to-day language, could trigger the system’s alarms. In describing the new regime, David Pakman (who runs the channel The David Pakman Show) explains how they, “are more careful about what words we include in video titles and description to lower the chances of the video being automatically flagged for demonetization” 13. If Pakman’s established channel with over half a million subscribers would need to be cautious, it would be safe to conjecture that new and emerging channels seeking to grow and develop a good relationship with the algorithm would go further to conform voluntarily.

Since most of the policy decisions to sanitise and mainstream content on YouTube can only be exercised and enforced algorithmically, the algorithmic dance to avoid being mislabeled by the automated systems adds an entirely new reason for the “becoming contingent of cultural commodities” (Nieborg & Poell, 2018, p.2) that is a hallmark of the platformisation of culture. The fear of the all-powerful and indecipherable algorithm begins to function as a deterrence to creating risky, edgy or experimental content and yet this linguistic self-policing, while consequential, is among the last stages of self-regulation in the process. Before that lie the challenges of ensuring that a video has already met the criteria of being advertising friendly and has avoided being labelled under one of the five categories that the advertisers can exclude. Those prior levels of exclusion in the post-Adpocalypse regime already omit a vast quantity of content and move the platform in a direction that it had positioned itself against from the start. The now-famous words of YouTube CEO Susan Wojicki that, “YouTube is not TV, and we never will be,” (McCracken, 2017) are often contrasted by the disgruntled creators with the ongoing moves towards sanitising the platform’s content to make it a more desirable place for advertisers. This regime of sanitisation ensures creators even tangentially referring to one of the categories of exclusion must now continuously choose between their revenue and their ability to speak and create content freely. Genres such as news, commentary, political shows and comedy seem particularly vulnerable to the loss of revenue due to the risk of partial or full demonetisation. In explaining the predicament Ethan Klein of the comedy channel h3h3 says,

It’s getting so bad that you can’t even speak your mind or be honest without fear of losing money and being not ‘brand-friendly. YouTube is on the fast track to becoming Disney vloggers: beautiful young people that wouldn’t say anything controversial and are always happy.” (Hess, 2017).
This chilling effect of algorithmic changes is elaborated upon by Jörg Sprave, the owner of The Sling Shot Channel who in July 2018 quit being a full-time YouTuber to go back to a regular job, and claims that the episode did not just have losers but also winners. “I know a lot of channels who are on the winning side of this too – if you are into cooking recipe videos or if you make songs to make babies fall asleep – these people now make a lot of money – many more times the money they used to make,” he explains (Sprave, Personal Conversation). The disincentive to produce particular types of content comes alongside the implicit nudge and the explicit incentive to produce other types of content thus pointing to a turn on the platform whose effects are likely to be far more widespread in the coming years.

The contrast in this visible turn would not be as notable, were it not for YouTube’s positioning of itself as a subversive medium “to give everyone a voice” and imbibing the web’s culture of freedom, rebelliousness and disruption (as captured in Wojicki’s quote above). In their authoritative text on YouTube, Burgess and Green (2018) discuss the mainstream media’s worried recognition of the platform’s disruptive effect. Its promise to empower the common creator was a wager on a cultural ecology independent of the pressures of institutions such as states or corporations that have historically sought to exercise editorial control over channels of communication. Events following the Adpocalypse show a reversal in that culture on the platform, a turn that is explained by the historically symbiotic relationship between advertisers and the media that has brought attendant complications alongside. Historically, not only have corporations sought to exercise editorial control over media but have openly deployed the power of their advertising dollars to create a sanitised environment for their commercials through “economic censorship” (Richards & Murphy, 1996; Baker, 1992). In a now infamous memo to broadcasters, Procter & Gamble, the largest advertiser in the US (and incidentally also a leader of the post-Adpocalypse boycott of YouTube) had very specific instructions to facilitate a “buying mood” that included instructions to avoid depicting the horrors of war, portraying criminal activities on screen, showing business as “cold, ruthless and lacking all sentiment” and any attacks on “some basic conception of the American way of life” (Bagdigkian, 2009). The consumer giant’s diktat however was just one instance among a normalised culture (elaborately documented by Richards & Murphy, 1996) wherein corporations routinely sought to shape and regulate the content of media. So explicit was this practice that there existed job titles such as “screeners” for trained experts who worked at agencies specialising in screening television content to vet shows as appropriate for advertisements to run on. In an eerie similarity with YouTube’s sensitive categories that advertisers can exclude today, one such screener Tami Engelhardt described their method as, “Basically, we look for what we call the Big Six: sex, violence, profanity, drugs, alcohol and religion” (Carter, 1990). The migration of this historical phenomenon onto the digital platform is not surprising but evidence of its gradual emulation of TV, a point further underscored by YouTube’s decision to hire more than 10,000 human moderators for “reviewing content that could violate its policies” (Levin, 2017) after the Adpocalypse.

Explicit diktats by advertisers to shape media’s content perhaps conceal the more pernicious consequence of the process, that is the invisible process of self-censorship both by individuals and media institutions with a reverberating chilling effect that self-proscribes any allusions to controversial issues and topics. When creators on YouTube discuss the process of “self-optimization” (Bishop, 2018) in order to make their content algorithm friendly (see Gillespie, 2014), they are only acting according to “a pervasive awareness that deviation can be costly,” (Baker, 1992, p. 2142) for advertising supported media. In describing how this fear can ripple through the media ecosystem, Baker (1992) explains that, “Eventually, this system of predicted disapproval dissuades reporters or producers from even thinking about a problematic story,” (p.
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2143). The uncanny similarities between the historical experience of media personnel and the process of second-guessing and the cautious approach to play safe by YouTube creators today, irrefutably signals a new era on the platform. The privileging of advertisers’ interests to the detriment of creators after the Adpocalypse fits well within this altered scenario and is only the latest such move by the platform that is now in serious competition (with television networks) for the advertising spend of the big television advertisers. An important prior link in that chain was the launch of the Google Preferred programme that created an elite list of channels (comprising the top 5% of YouTube videos) determined by “a proprietary algorithm involving total audience and passion level among viewers.” (McCracken, 2017) to be given special treatment and to be offered as a package to advertisers. The creation of an elite tier only further establishes a truth that is by now a well-known dictum - that everyone is not equal on YouTube - thus institutionalising the very hierarchical structuration (Mosco, 1996) that were the hallmarks of older, pre-digital media entities.

PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURES, PRIVATE INTERESTS

Creators’ frustration and YouTube’s gradual pivot towards a more mainstream media outlet encapsulates the emerging quandary when private digital entities “inhabit a new position of responsibility” akin to essential public utilities and are “entwined with the institutions of public discourse” (Gillespie, 2018, p.203) but also continue to remain largely outside the purview of democratic deliberation and public accountability. Their exasperation arises from unmet expectations that have naturally risen as users have got used to building their creative and commercial lives around digital infrastructures such as YouTube. The increasingly common apperception of private digital platforms as public infrastructures becomes acutely real during conflicts, breakdowns or other moments of dissatisfaction as users instinctively calling up public institutions such as the police to restore service during disruptions of access. The most recent instance of this fascinating phenomenon occurred on 16 October 2018 when YouTube faced a rare hour long global outage (Almasy, 2018) leading to a social media eruption of accounts and testimonies of what it was like to live without access to the platform even for a few minutes. As the twitter hashtag #YouTubeDown began to trend and a sense of purposeless ennui gripped social media users, police departments as far apart as Philadelphia and New Zealand reported calls from desperate users seeking their help in restoring service. In tweets whose hilarity cannot conceal their significance, the Philadelphia police department (@PhillyPolice) said, “While it is extremely annoying, @YouTube being down is not a police matter #YouTubeDOWN” and the New Zealand police (@nzpolice) said, “Yes, our @YouTube is down, too. No, please don’t call 911 - we can’t fix it”. The phenomenon of users calling the police during interruptions of service is not limited to YouTube either and has occurred just as well in the case of other digital media platforms. When Facebook went down briefly due to technical issues at the end of September 2017 for instance, users as far apart as a small town of Cheshire in the UK to a big city such as Houston in the US called their local police departments to complain (Griffin, 2015; Hooper, 2017), thus underscoring its spontaneous equation with a public institution with service obligations and accountability.

Reactions to breakdowns such as the above reveal both the creeping role of digital platforms as social, cultural and material infrastructures but also their “taken-for-grantedness” in the public mind akin to public services that are inconspicuous, “until they break down or something goes awry” (Larkin, 2008, p. 245). Users’ spontaneous calls to the police show a subconscious and illusory process of identification of platforms as publicly accountable entities, a perception
arising no doubt from their central role in digital life. While this perception would not hold upon thoughtful scrutiny, the basis for its popular prevalence nevertheless must be acknowledged and has led to interrogations of their role in ensuring rights of citizens (Belli et al., 2017) in areas such as freedom of speech, access to information as well as data protection. It is important to acknowledge that this perception has been a long time in the making and expectations of fairness and accountability amidst the asymmetrical relationship between platforms and users were already visible in the early years of the web, when Google emerged as the giant of online advertising it is today. John Battelle’s (2005) exhaustive account of Google’s birth and expansion contains a prescient nugget about Neil Moncrief, a small business owner whose niche trade of making shoes for people with bigger sized feet witnessed a precipitous rise and an equally dramatic fall due to tweaks in Google’s search algorithm. In describing the sharp drop Moncrief claimed that it was, “…as if the Georgia Department of Transportation had taken all the road signs away in the dead of night and his customers could no longer figure out how to drive to his store” (Battelle, 2005, p. 156). Moncrief’s metaphorical comparison of Google’s services with the public highway system was prophetic as it anticipated by more than a decade, the experience of creators on YouTube after the Adpocalypse. These instances, though a decade apart, show a continuing re-orientation of the boundaries between our understanding of the public and the private in a scenario where our social, political, commercial and cultural world is increasingly mediated by digital platforms.

Their function as public utilities that form the bedrock of digital life is made all the more salient given the acute material and economic repercussions of their decisions. Creators lament that a vital dimension of the Adpocalypse controversy that went relatively un-interrogated was that in addition to the financial consequences of algorithmic decisions about content categorisation and curation, those decisions far more worryingly, affected the visibility of their content. To parse out the significance of this point we have to navigate the thicket of the controversy and the policy statements made by YouTube with a thought experiment that asks: given a choice between content (that is advertiser friendly and not excludable by the five labels) on which all ads can run and those excludable either entirely (due to being non-advertiser friendly) or partially by being excluded by advertisers, who can check off a label that the video has been categorised under, which among these two categories of videos would the YouTube algorithm give preference to? This question is akin to invoking the sanctity of the historical divide between the editorial and the commercial side of traditional media such as newspapers and television. YouTube’s answer to this question (given through its unofficial channel Creator Insider) is an emphatic denial that the algorithm for search and discovery has any knowledge of the monetisation status of a video thus implying that whether or not a video is fit for running ads has no implications on its viewership numbers. In emphasising this point a YouTube engineer Todd, explains in a video,

The search and discovery systems that decide which videos to recommend - they don’t have any knowledge about what is going on in the advertising system - so if you get that yellow icon that you see that says it may not be suitable for all advertisers the information about that does not even flow into our system. So they are completely different systems different teams manage them.

The implication of this answer, that YouTube’s worries about its bottomline and its established affinity to its advertisers (as evident in the policy changes instituted post Adpocalypse), do not influence its decisions about the discoverability of videos and recommendations made to
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viewers, would be laudable if true. However, given the thrust of YouTube’s decisions that were aimed to protect their bottomline and advertisers’ interest, it would seem like an aberration for the platform to treat videos that cannot make them money at par with those that can. Its denial instantiates an enduring quandary for critical scholars faced with seemingly incredulous claims by platforms that are difficult to disprove unless the algorithmic black box (Pasquale, 2015) can be circumvented. Thanks to the angst arising from the Adpocalypse, evidence to disprove YouTube’s claims emerged from among the community of creators and users who were desperately seeking answers to the unfolding controversy. By delving deeper to unearth evidence from his video’s analytics one of them was able to show a clear correlation between the monetisation status of videos and their viewership patterns. Discussing the 90 day overview of his videos the German YouTuber Jörg Sprave not only showed that viewership numbers fell exactly at the time his videos were demonetised but also that they were back to normal levels the precise moment the demonetisation decision was reversed (see figure 3 & 4). Claiming that there was “100% correlation” between monetisation status and viewership patterns, Sprave argues that, “they are only supporting videos that make money for them and if they don’t make any money they are filtering them out.” Refuting this conclusion, representatives of YouTube (writing below Sprave’s video and using the Creator Insider handle) deny any correlation and instead ascribe the drop in viewership numbers of his demonetised videos to the fact that “the underlying reason for less ads or no ads is also used by search and discovery”.

Figure 3: Screenshot from Sprave’s video analysing how viewership numbers on his video (two graphs on the left) dropped at the same time his video was demonetised (bottom right graph).
While plausible, this explanation however is unable to explain the perfect synchronicity in the timing between monetisation status and viewership numbers, which can only be explained by a coordination between the search and discovery algorithms and those classifying and categorising content. That the decisions about demonetisation and suppressed viewership arrived at through two separate systems (i.e., content classification and search and discovery) had perfect synchronicity is too striking a coincidence to be explained by chance alone, that representatives of YouTube would have us believe. Moreover, if algorithmic decisions about monetisation and visibility are informed by the same underlying reason, they raise worrying questions about the types of content that will get visibility on the platform.

If true, this similarity between the two sides of the platform fits well with YouTube’s aggressive attempts to increase its bottomline that include proactively courting the global corporate advertising spend by encashing its latent potential as a hub of online cultural creativity. The rising graph of its share of the global advertising pie aided by the increasing migration of the advertising dollars from television to the digital domain (McCracken, 2017) was estimated to make YouTube a US$15 billion business (Jhonsa, 2018) in 2018 thus entrenching its role as a profitable cash cow for its parent company Alphabet. That YouTube’s search and discovery algorithms would prioritise profitable content over those unlikely to bring in any advertising dollars (as shown by Sprave’s experience) seems a natural fit with the platform’s financial ambitions and yet raises troubling questions about its role in shaping the global cultural ecology. When financial considerations prevail over other factors within decisions about what content gets promoted and what does not, they begin to skew content moderation towards particular types of discourses, truths and versions of realities and away from others.

In contrast to its “implicit contract” (Gillespie, 2018, p. 203) of having no stakes in the ongoing duel of ideas that define liberal democracies, YouTube’s financial priorities begin to create invisible pathways for users thus “shaping what they know, who they know, what they discover, and what they experience” (Kitchin, 2017, p. 6). There are precedents to such power in prior media institutions (McChesney, 2015) and yet its consequence in the digital domain, given the kind of monopoly that YouTube enjoys in the field of video content globally is far more
enduring. And while those earlier monopolies were critiqued, resisted and regulated, digital platforms such as YouTube function with wide protection wherein they are trusted to self-regulate for the common good. As the aftermath of the Adpocalypse reveals, trusting digital platforms to foreground plurality, contrarianness and heterogeneity (Mill, 2014) while also remaining impartial adjudicators between competing ideas and truth claims leaves decisions far too consequential at the mercy of their pecuniary profit-driven interests.

CONCLUSIONS

The scholarly history of media industries is replete with laments about the consequences of unrequited trust in profit seeking corporations to take decisions for the larger common good. The public perception of globally dominant digital platforms as public infrastructures, emboldened no doubt by their necessity for living our digital life, makes their inclusion within the purview of democratic deliberation and accountability an imperative for our age. The chilling effect created by the looming fear of demonetisation, and the loss of viewership resulting due to algorithmic categorisation has consequences far beyond the immediate discontent generated by YouTube’s decisions post the Adpocalypse. The Adpocalypse signals a decisive shift in the incentive structures of content creation on YouTube, thus likely to deter creators away from particular topics, genres and categories of content and charting a path away from a plural, free and heterogenous ecosystem to a more sanitised, family-friendly and mainstreaming of the platform.

While YouTube is continuously tweaking its rules in response to emerging crises, what remains entirely missing from the process is any formalised process of stakeholder participation in the decisions it makes. In a system where it is not answerable to any regime other than concerns about its own survival and bottomline, it is free to arbitrarily take cognisance of concerns that it considers worthy of attention and ignore the rest. Its expanding global footprint and the millions of users that come to rely on it for a wide range of activities that make up our cultural life, make such an asymmetrical relationship untenable in the long run. More than two years after the controversy, the lack of a formalised redressal mechanism has ensured that the rumblings among the creator community have not diminished thus raising critical questions about precarity of creator labour and the exploitative nature of the relationship between platforms and ‘produsers’. Instituting formalised mechanisms for stakeholder participation that go beyond mere gestures to recognise how the platform profits from uncompensated labour is key to redressing the grievances arising from the controversy. Such mechanisms must seek to live up to the original promise of the platform, by recognising the precarious position of the creators, who remain the most vulnerable and the least powerful voice among the stakeholders affected by the Adpocalypse.
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**FOOTNOTES**

1. https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/7515513

2. https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6162278

3. https://support.google.com/youtube/forum/AAAiuErobUG-hcnZ1x0RM/?hl=en&gpf=%23!topic%2Fyoutube%2FG-hcnZ1x0RM


5. See YouTube’s About section: https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/

6. a. b. See YouTube’s Help Center: https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6162278?hl=en

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x58Ffi-joeU

8. See post on *Faerie Rings Crochet Things* blog: http://faerieringscrochet.tumblr.com/post/177387260753/youtube-is-broken

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=NCVEoyTCKpw&t=6s

10. https://productforums.google.com/forum/#!msg/youtube/G-hcnZ1x0RM/0wrOVXhSDQaJ

11. https://youtube.googleblog.com/2013/02/context-is-king-share-your-story.html


13. Personal conversation.

14. https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/


16. Bishop (2017) uses a similar method for analysing the skewed ratio between female and male gaming vloggers in the UK.
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17. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxRIUFyv_Rk

18. a. b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tn5rOOfW7be